
     
 

Meme It! Yetzer Tov/Yetzer Rah Edition 

Written By: Aviva Tilles & Elyssa Ronik 

Additional Examples provided by Jonah Leske 

Goal: To understand the concept of Yetzer Tov/Yetzer Rah and present it in a visual format for 
social media 

Introduction: When we make decisions and live our lives, we often do so believing that we 
have two sides placing their input into the next steps we choose to take. In Judaism we 
consider this our Yetzer Tov – the inclination to do good, and our Yetzer Rah – the inclination 
to do wrong. During the High Holiday season and in particular leading into Yom Kippur, we 
are encouraged to look into ourselves and consider which of these sides won out over the 
past year, apologize for when the Yetzer Rah “won” and make plans for how to have the 
Yetzer Tov be the greater factor moving forward. 

For many, the visualization of this concept is the idea of an angel on one shoulder and a devil 
on the other… but what else could visually represent that in today’s world? 

Today oftentimes our visualizations are things that can translate into the social media world. 

How To: 

1.      Think about what Yetzer Tov and Yetzer Rah means to you: 
● Is it a feeling inside of you? 
● Is it difficult for you to balance your Yetzer Tov and Yetzer Rah? 
● How does your Yetzer Tov manifest itself in your everyday life? 
● How does your Yetzer Rah manifest itself in your everyday life? 
● Do the people you choose to surround yourself with affect these concepts? 
● Do you choose to spend your time in a way that is affected by your Yetzer Tov 

and Yetzer Rah? 
2.      Now that you have a sense of what it means to – it’s time to get creative! Create a 
meme/Tik Tok/etc that displays a visual representation of the concept. 
3.      Once you’ve created your content, email it to school@cbisp.org and wait to see it 
shared on Social Media! 

 

Not sure you can visualize these? Visit https://tinyurl.com/yetzermeme for examples. 

 


